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1. IN~~DUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the existence and uniqueness of 
solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation with a gradient 
constraint. 
Let Lp, p = 1, . . . . m be second order linear elliptic operators defined in a 
bounded domain 51 in RN. For given non-negative functions fp, p = 1, . . . . m 
and g, we consider the Dirichlet problem 
max(L’u-f’, . . . . L”u -f”, ID241 - g} = 0 in 0, u~~~=O. (1.1) 
Here Du is the gradient of a function u. 
Evans [2] was the first to treat the equation with a gradient constraint 
in the case m = 1 in (1.1). Relaxing the restrictions in [2], Ishii and 
Koike [9] have proved the existence of solutions in the space W** “(Sz) 
and the uniqueness in the class W;;;(Q) n C(n) with r > ZV. 
On the other hand, the HJB equation has been treated by many authors. 
Using a system of variational inequalities Evans and Friedman [6], 
Lions [lo], and Evans and Lions [7] have proved the existence of 
solutions in the space W*, O3 (52) for uniformly elliptic HJB equations. 
Moreover Evans [4,5] has proved the existence of classical solutions for 
uniformly elliptic HJB equations (see also Gilbarg and Trudinger [8, 
Chap. 171). By defining an appropriate notion of weak or viscosity 
solution, Lions [l 1 ] has obtained uniqueness in the space C(Q), with the 
aid of stochastic representation of solutions. In [11] it is not assumed that 
the operators are uniformly elliptic, but rather that they contain zeroth 
order terms with strictly positive coefficients. Note that our equation (1.1) 
is a non-uniformly elliptic HJB equation without zeroth order term. 
In Section 2 we state our assumptions and main result. Since we use a 
penalty method to prove the existence of solutions, we introduce in Sec- 
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tion 3 our penalty systems and mention their solvability. In Section 4 we 
establish a priori estimates for approximate solutions. Section 5 is devoted 
to finishing the proof of our main result. First we obtain existence of 
solutions in the class qicm(51) n IV’* “(a). Then uniqueness of solutions is 
considered in the class C’(Q) n C(Q) by comparing an arbitrary viscosity 
solution with a limit of approximate solutions. Not only in the proof of the 
uniqueness but also in the existence proof we use the notion of viscosity 
solutions. 
In Section 6 we mention two remarks on the uniqueness of viscosity 
solutions of obstacle problems. First we show the uniqueness of viscosity 
solutions in the space C(w) when m = 1 in (1.1). Next we consider a 
minimax equation 
min{max(-du+u-f, U-@,},u-Ic/,}=O in Sz, ula,=O 
and prove the uniqueness of viscosity solutions in the space C(D). In these 
proofs we do not use any probabilistic arguments. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Let 52 be a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary 80. Consider 
second order elliptic operators 
Lpv = - a$v,,,, + b+‘v,, + cpv, p = 1, . . . . m, (2.1) 
where m 2 1 is a given integer. We use the summation convention 
throughout this paper. We also follow normal usage to denote various 
function spaces such as Cfl(Q), or P’(Q), or P”(Q), etc. lDu1 denotes 
the size of the gradient of U, i.e., IDul’ = Cr= I ~5,. 
We make the following assumptions on Lp: 
a$titjZ o1512 (2.2) 
for some 8 > 0, all < E RN, and p = 1, . . . . m, 
a$ bp, cp E C*(O) (2.3) 
for p = 1, . . . . m and lsi, jsN, 
cp 1 cg (2.4) 
for some constant c0 > 0 in ,52, p = 1, . . . . m, 
$=a$ (2.5) 
for p = 1, . . . . m, lsi,jSN. 
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On given functions fp, g on 52, we impose the following assumptions: 
f", gEC*m (2.6) 
for p = 1, . . . . m, 
fP,g20 (2.7) 
in 52 for p = 1, . . . . m. 
Under these assumptions we may state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) Under the assumptions (2.2)-(2.7), there exists a 
solution UE W$$(a)r~ W’, “(Sz) of the equation 
max(l’r.4 -f’, . . . . L"u--f",puJ-g}=O a.e. in Q, 241 aR = 0. (2.8) 
(ii) Zf, in addition, g > 0 in $2, then the solution of (2.8) is unique in the 
class C’(Q) n C(B), where the solution is understood as a viscosity solution 
satisfying the boundary condition. 
3. APPROXIMATE SYSTEMS 
In this section we construct approximate systems for (2.8). Let 
$ E C”(R) be a function such that 
Ht)=O if t SO, I(/(t)= I- 1 if t 2 2, 
i/Y(t) 2 0, iy’(t) 2 0 on R. 
(3.1) 
For E > 0 we put /l,(t) = y,(t) = Jl(t/c). Note that 
B,(t) 5 tB:(t) on R. 
We consider the following approximate systems: 
(3.2) 
Lpu~+/?,(pu+-g2)+y,(u~-u~+')=fp in.9 
$1 an = 0, p = 1, . . . . m, where u; + l= u,’ . (3.3) 
To prove the solvability of (3.3) we apply the Schauder fixed point 
theorem. For this purpose, we choose the Banach space E = ( C’(Q))m and 
convex set 
K={v=(vl,...,vm)I I~v’~~~I~~,~C, v’ OinQ, vildn=O}, 
where C is an appropriate constant to be selected. 
505/71/l-13 
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For u E E, define u = TV by a solution of the system of equations 
LPUP+BE(JDUPJ2-g2)+yB(UP-vp+l)=fp in 8, 
uPJ,~=O, p= 1, . . . . m, where urn+’ = ui. (3.4) 
Since the applicability of the fixed point theorem follows from a priori 
estimates which will be proved in the next section and linear elliptic theory, 
we do not mention the detail here. 
4. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section we shall derive some a priori estimates for solutions z$‘, 
p = 1, . ..) m, of (3.3) which are independent of E > 0. We always assume 
(2.2)-(2.7). 
LEMMA 4.1. We have 
O~uf~C in 0, (4.1) 
og!5<c 
an = on a52. (4.2) 
Here and hereafter capital C denotes various constants depending on known 
constants and afan denotes the inward normal derivative on X!. 
Proof Let wp E C2(sZ) be the solution of 
LPwP=fP in Q, wpI aR = 0. (4.3) 
Since Lpu: 5 f p, ~$1~~ = 0, applying the comparison theorem, we have 
ufswp in 0. 
Let x,, E a, p0 be such that 
@(x0) = yEi; U:(X). 
p = 1, _.., m 
(4.4) 
We shall see u~(x,,) 2 0. We suppress the sub- and superscripts E, p0 and 
denote v = U:O+ ‘. First consider the case x0 E 52. In this case we have 
Du(x,) = 0 and #(x0) s u(xO). 
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Hence, we have, applying the maximum principle, 
0 1 - 4jux,x,.(xo) 
= f(xo) - B(lwx0)12 - g(xo)2) - Y(U(Xo) - 4x0)) 
-bib,) U.&o) - 4x0) 4x0) 
=f(xo) - c(xo) u(xo)- 
From (2.4) and (2.7), we get #(x0) 2 0. 
In the case X~E 80, it is obvious from the boundary condition that 
0 = u(xo) 5 u(x). Therefore we have shown (4.1), and (4.2) is a consequence 
of (4.1). 
In the following we write ui, uii, aCk, . . . for u,,, uXiX,, uiiXk, .. . . 
LEMMA 4.2. We have 
Il4l WI, cc’(Q) 5 c. 
ProoJ Consider the function 
w;(x) = (Dug2 - nu;, 
where A> 0 is a constant to be selected later on. 
Let x0 E 0, p. be such that 
wf”(xo) = mEa; w;(x). 
p = 1, . . . . m 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
We again suppress the sub- and superscripts E, p. and denote IJ = up + l, 
B( . ) = B(lW’ - g2), 14 .I = Y(U - 01, etc. 
First consider the case X~E s2. In this case we have by the maximum 
principle, 
0 5 -aiiwV 
Here 
= -2apkiukj- 2aUukVuk + laiiuii 
= -2aUukiukj - 2ukfl’( . )(2uk,u, - ( g2)k) 
- 2u,y’( . )(Uk - u/J + 2Uk(B2U +&) 
+ n/-q . ) + tly( . ) + npu -f) at x0. 
D2u = a, k~ii - b,u,, - b, kui - cuk - cku, 
B’u = biui + cu 
where we have used (3.3) and differentiated it once. 
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Therefore we get 
0 5 -28p*u1* - /I’(. )[4ujJ4~u,- 2u/Jg*)J 
- y’( . )[2U/JUk - u/J] + ClDul + ClDul ID2ul 
+n[d’u-f+B( .)+y( *)I. 
Continuing the calculation, we obtain 
05 -B(D*ul*+cIDul*+Ic(IDul+ 1) 
-B’( . )[4hdw,- 2hc(g2h - 4&U,- g2)1 
- Y’( . K&(4 - Ok) - 4u - u)l, (4.8) 
where we have used (3.2). Since 
we have 
-y’( . )[2Uk(Uk - Uk) - A(u - u)] 5 0. (4.9) 
On the other hand, since w,(x,)=O we get 
4u,,u,u, = 2h4,u,. 
Therefore we have 
-P’(.)[4~k,~k~I-2~k(g2)k--(~,~,-g2)1 
= -/3’( . )[npul’- 2uJg2), + ig2-J. 
Combining, we get 
(4.10) 
o~cc(Du(*+K(JDuI + 1) 
- p’( . )[nlDul* - 2u/Jg2), + 1g*-J. 
We may assume that /I’(. ) 2 1 at x0, because otherwise we can 
immediately derive a bound for IDul* and therefore for w. 
o~(c-~)~Du~*+;1c(~Du~+1)+2u~(g2)~-~g2. (4.11) 
Now we choose A large enough to obtain a bound for IDul’ and therefore 
for w at x0. 
Next consider the case x0 E 82. In this case, we get a bound for w at once 
from the W’, “(852) estimate. 
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LEMMA 4.3. We have 
Il4l b&~(Q) I c. (4.12) 
Proof Let [ be a function in C,“(Q) such that 0 5 5 5 1. We shall derive 
a bound of 
K= If:; l(x) lD2uf(x)l. 
p = 1, . . . . m 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that KZ 1. 
Let ~~~52, p,, be such that K= [(x0)ID2u~(x,)l and consider the 
function 
W:(X) = ~2(x)I~2uf’(x)12 + lKC(x) a$(xo) u&(x) + plDuf(x)12 
where I, p ‘, 1 are constants to be selected later on. 
Let x1 EO, p1 be such that 
wfl(x,) = mEa; w;(x). 
p = 1, . . . . m 
We may assume that x1 E 52. 
In the following we suppress the sub- and superscripts E, p1 and denote 
y=q+’ ak, = aB(xo), fl( . ) = /I( lDu12 - g’), y( . ) = y(u - v), etc. Using the 
maximum principle and the differentiated equation of (3.3), we have at xi 
= -2~4a,iu,,iu,u - 2&12UijUkiUkj 
- 52(X2uk,+ Wad{B”(. )(IW2 - g2MlW2 - g2), 
+ YY * Mu - VMU - vh> 
-~28’(~){(2~2~kl+~KI~R~)(I~~I2-g2)kl+2~~~(l~~l2-g2)~~ 
- 12r’( . )(M2~kr + ~Kbd(u - VIM + 2~4~ - v)k) 
+ 12(2C2ukr + AKCak,)(fi3u +fk,) + 2p12uk(B2u +fk) 
-4C2(C2)ia~+u,y- 2W21i%ayuw 
- C2(52)yagwkI- W2Qwiiukl. (4.13) 
Here ai is an ith order differential operator. 
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If we choose A. such that 12 2N2/8, then we have 
~~12~~l+~~5~,,~~,5,~~~~5~-~~21~k,l~15121~ (4.14) 
for any < E RN. 
On the other hand, since wi = 0 at x1 we have 
6x2%+ mwc,)(Iw2 - g*hd+ wkw42 - g2), 
= -2(~2)iU~~U~,Ui-2~K~icl~,U~,Ui+4~2U~,U~iU~i 
+2~K~~~,u~iU,i-212(g2)~~U~,-~K5(g2)~,~~~-2~u(g2)~U~ 
~K{2(1e-2)~lD*u12-tlCID*ul -(l+p) C}. (4.15) 
We also have 
(X2u,, -I- m&,)(u - oh, + 2pudu - U)k 
~w~‘(xl)-w~‘+yxl)~o. (4.16) 
The last six terms in (4.13) are estimated as follows: 
52m2u/cl + wd(~3u +f!d) + 2cLr*o*u +m 
- 412(12)ia~UklU,~ - 2W*iiukra~Uk~ 
- i2(i2)gaijuklukl - J.Kt2kpklapkl 
~0~4~D3u~2+Iz2CK2+~CK+p2C. (4.17) 
Substituting (4.14)-(4.17) into (4.13) and using (2.2) we have 
05 -~,u~~*JD*uJ~+~~CK*+~CK+~~C 
-~2K~'(~){2(ile-2)~(D2u\2-AC(D2u(-(A+p)C~ (4.18) 
at x, where I2 2N2/8. 
First consider the case 
2p6521D2u12~12CK2+ACK+p2C at x1. 
Then we have 
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If we choose p so large that 4A4C 5 2~8, then we have 
wf’(x,) 5 4K2 + cK+ c. 
On the other hand since 
w@&J 2 &abo) $+%I) + C”(~o) @%%I) -f”(xo) 
2 -c, 
we have 
Therefore we get 
wf”(x,,) 2 K2 - ICK - ,uC. 
;K25 CK+ C, 
which implies the boundedness of K. 
Next consider the case 
2(M - 2) QD2u12 5 1CID2ul + (A+ p) c at x1 
If we choose 1 satisfying 15 2(M - 2), then we have 
~21D2u12~ jlCQD2ul + (A+ j.i) c at x, 
which implies the boundedness of [(x,)ID2u;~(x1)l. 
Hence we have 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
w;‘(x,) 5 CK + C. 
By (4.19), we also have (4.20) in this case. Therefore the proof is completed. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we shall prove the existence of solutions in 
W;;coo(52) n IV’, “(a) and the uniqueness of the viscosity solution in the 
class C’(Q) n C(a), which completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. There exists a solution u of (2.8) belonging to Wf’;cw(Q) n 
Iv’* “(L-2). 
Proof From a priori estimates in the preceding section, we can choose 
a sequence j (which we simply denote E) such that 
24: + up in C(W), Du; + DuP locally in C(Q), 
D2ut + D2up weakly in L;,,(Q) with r < co. (5.1) 
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Since y,(u; - U! + ’ ) are locally bounded, it follows that up defined in (5.1) 
satisfy u’= ... = urn E UE lVi&“(Q) n W’, “(52). We shall prove that u 
solves (2.8). 
First we note that Lpu{ - fp 6 0 a.e. in Q. Hence we have Lpu - fp 5 0 
a.e. in 52, p = 1, . . . . m. Since PE( IDu:l’ - g’) are also locally bounded, we get 
max(L’u-j’, . . . . L%-fin, (Du( -g) 50 a.e. in 52. (5.2) 
To prove the inequality in the opposit direction, it is suficient to show 
that u is a viscosity supersolution of (2.8). Let cp E C’(Q) and assume that 
u - cp takes its local strict minimum at x0 E 52. We shall show 
max (--~$cp~+bfcp~+c~~-j~, JDrpJ -g)zO at x0. (5.3) p = 1, _.. m 
Since jDcp(x,)) 2 g(x,) implies (5.3), we may assume J&J(x,)~ < g(x,). 
Since u; converges to u uniformly, there exists a sequence {xf } c D such 
that 
(i) lim,,o xf =x0 for any p = 1, . . . . m, 
(ii) r.4: - cp attains its local minimum at x;, 
(iii) I&+4l 6 dx:). 
For each E, let P(E) be such that 
(@) - cp)(x$‘“‘) =p=yiFm (+49(x9 (5.4) . . . . 
Since p varies in a finite set there exists jj which appears infinitely many 
times in (5.4). Consider such p and E such that P(E) = p. Then we have 
jI,( IDu~12 - g’) = 0 and y,(ui - U: + ’ ) = 0 at xc. Since U& is also a viscosity 
supersolution of (3.3), we get 
-a$cpU+b{cpi+cput>=fF at xt. 
Passing to the limit as E + 0, along which we take p = P(E), we have (5.3). 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume g > 0 in Q. Then the viscosity solution of (2.8) is 
unique in the class C’(Q)n C(a). 
Proof: By Lemma 5.1 we have a solution u belonging to 
FV&O”(Q) n W’* “(52) and approximate solutions u$’ which converge to u 
along a subsequence. In the following we fix such a u and convergent 
approximate solutions U$ (simply we denote u$‘). 
Let v be any viscosity solution of (2.8) which belongs to C’(Q) n C(Q). 
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First we claim that o 6 u in 9. If not, there exist x0 E $2 and p0 such that 
(v-u~~)(xo)= mea; (o-@(x)>O. (5.5) 
p = 1, . . . . m 
Since u is a viscosity subsolution, we have 
- a? ucii + b? uci + c% 5 f pa 
IwYxo)l 5 dxo). 
The second inequality in (5.6) implies fl,( [Du~o(~ 
implies y,(up - up+ ‘) =O at x0. 
Hence we have 
at x0, 
- g2) = 0 at x0 and (5.5) 
- a? u;;~ + b$%Fi + c*u? = f PO at x0. 
(5.6) 
Subtracting this from the first inequality in (5.6), we get 
c”(xo)(o - ufwxo) 5 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
Next we show that pu I u in Q for 0 < p < 1. If not, there exist p E (0, 1) 
and x0 E 52 such that 
(u - pu)(x,) = r$; (0 - pu) < 0. (5.7) 
Since u E C’(Q) we have IDu(x,)l = plDu(x,)l < g(xo). Then there exists a 
ball U with center x0 satisfying 
ID4 <g in U. 
This implies that u is a viscosity supersolution of 
(5.8) 
,=-yx, (Pv-fP)=O in U. (5.9) 1 ..* 
Consequently u is a viscosity solution of (5.9) in U. Considering (5.9) with 
boundary condition d = UI dU, it is known (Evans [4,53, Gilbarg and 
Trudinger [8, Chap. 171) that (5.9) has a smooth solution. On the other 
hand it is also known (Lions [ 111) that the viscosity solution of (5.9) is 
unique. Therefore we can conclude that u is the smooth solution of (5.9) 
in U. 
By a selection lemma, there exists a measurable function p: U + 
{ 1, ..., m} such that 
LPWy _ j-P(X) = () a.e. in U. 
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Since u is a subsolution of (5.9) we have 
Lqo - p)(x) - (1 - p) j-P’“’ 10 a.e. in U. (5.10) 
On the other hand by Bony’s maximum principle we get 
lim ess inf ( - ug(x)( 0- pu), + bp(“)( u- pu),) 5 0. (5.11) 
x -+ .q 
Combining (5.10) and (5.11) we have 
c”‘%cl)(~ - pu)(x,) - (1 - p) fP(XO)(X,) 2 0, 
which contradicts (5.7). 
Since p is arbitrarily in (0, 1) we have u E u in Sz. This completes the 
proof. 
By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Since Lemma 5.2 asserts that any viscosity solution in C’(Q) n C(B) can 
be approximated by solutions u; of the approximate system, we have the 
following comparison result. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let UE C(D) be a viscosity solution of 
,=yxm {LQ-ffP, ID4 -g> =0 in 52, ulaQ=O (2.8) 
. .., 
and ii E C’(Q) n C(Q) be a viscosity solution of 
,=yxm {Lpi-&~, jDiil -g> =o in a, iildP =O. 
, . . . 
IfO~fP~~,p=l,...,mandO<g~~inQ, thenusfiinQ. 
(23) 
6. REMARKS ON THE UNIQUENESS OF VISCOSITY SOLUTION 
FOR OBSTACLE PROBLEMS 
In this section we show that the uniqueness of viscosity solutions for 
some other classes of obstacle problems can be proved by the same method 
as in the previous sections. 
To avoid needless repetition, we consider the modeled operator 
Lu = -AU + u. Note that the following proofs are based on the con- 
vergence of approximate solutions of penalized equations and do not use 
any probabilistic arguments. 
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6.1. The Case m= 1 
Consider the equation 
max{-du+u-f, IDul-g}=O a.e. in 52, aldR = 0, (6.1) 
where S and g are smooth and fl0, g > 0 in 8. This equation has been 
considered in Evans [2, 31 and Ishii and Koike [9]. They proved the uni- 
queness of solutions in the class IV$;(sZ) n C(a) with r > N. We proved in 
Lemma 5.2 that for more general equations the viscosity solution of (6.1) is 
unique in the class C’(Q)n C(n). Moreover in this case we have the 
uniqueness in the space C(D). 
THEOREM 6.1. The viscosity solution of (6.1) is unique in the class C(Q). 
Proof: Let U, be a solution of the approximate equation 
-Au,+u,+BE(IDUE12-g2)=f in Q, u,IBR =O. (6.2) 
By the same argument as in Sections 3 and 4 and Lemma 5.1 (or by 
Evans [2]), there exist UE IVi&a(sZ) n W”“(Q) and a subsequence us, 
(simply we denote sj = a) which converges to u as in (5.1). 
Let u E C(Q) be any viscosity solution. By the same argument as in the 
first claim in Lemma 5.2 we have u 5 u in 9. 
We shall show that pus v in Sz for 0 <p < 1. If not, we can find 
p E (0, l), x8, (again we denote cj = E), and x0 E G? such that 
(i) x,+x0 as s-+0, 
(ii) (0 - p4(x,) = m&0 (u - PU,)(X~ (6.3) 
(iii) (u - pu)(xO) = minxcd (u - pu)(x) c 0. 
Since plDu(x,)l c g(x,) we have plDu,(x,)l < g(x,) for small E. Since u is a 
viscosity supersolution, this implies 
--pAu,+uZf at x,. (6.4) 
From (6.2) we have 
- ~4 + PU, 5 Pf in Q. 
Subtracting this from (6.4) and letting E + 0 we have 
(u- PU)(Xo)- (I- P)f(%)lO. 
This contradicts (6.3(iii)). 
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6.2. Variational Inequalities 
Consider a minimax equation 
min{max{--du+u-f, u-$i}, u-$,)=0 a.e. in 52, u[ a0 = 0, (6.5) 
where f, $i, and ti2 are smooth functions satisfying lclz 5 $i in Q and 
11/*lan~O~~1Iaa* 
It is convenient to formulate the notion of viscosity solutions of (6.5) in 
the following manner. We say that u E C(a) is a viscosity solution of (6.5) if 
both (0) and (1) hold: 
(0) I)~SUS$~ in s2, ulan=O. 
(1) Let rp~c*(SZ) (6.6) 
(i) if u - cp attains its local maximum at x,, E 0 and $JxO) c u(x,), 
then -&+usfat x0, 
(ii) if u - cp attains its local minimum at x,, E Sz and u(x,,) < tjl(xO), 
then -&+uzfat x0. 
Since (6.5) is equivalent to the following variational inequalities with 
bilateral constraints, 
$25uU~, in Q, uldR=O, 
-du+u=f on {x~Ql$~<u<lCI,}, 
--du+u~f on {xEQ~u=J/~}, 
--du+u~f on {x~Qlu=11/,}, 
it is known (Bensoussan and Lions [ 1, Chap. 3, Sect. 51) that there exists a 
solution UE W2*r(f2) with r > N which is a limit of solutions u, of the 
penalized equation 
-du,+u,+BE(U,-~1)-BE(ICI*--UE)=f in 0, uEIaR=O. (6.7) 
THEOREM 6.2. Let VE C(n) be a viscosity solution of (6.5). Then we have 
u=v in D. 
Proof: We prove only v I u in Q because the inequality in the opposite 
direction can be proved similarly. 
If v 5 u in ~2 does not hold, there exist xy (again we denote sj = E) and 
X,EQ such that 
(0 x,+x0 as s-0, 
(ii) (0 - u,)(x,) = max,,i2 (v - u,)(x), (6.8) 
(iii) (0 - u)(xo) = maxXEa (v-u)(x) >O. 
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Since $z~uuv at x0, we have $2<v and u,<v~+, near x0. 
Then (6.6(i)) implies 
-Au,+vSf at x,. 
We also have flE(uE - $ ,) = 0. Hence from (6.7) we get 
-Au,+u,Zf at x,. 
Combining (6.9) and (6.10) and letting E + 0, we have 
(v - u)(xo) 5 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
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